
Words of the Week (W.O.W.) 

Vocabulary  

Week 10 

Directions: Use the format that we discussed in class to write the following words on your one choice 
from the Vocabulary Choice Board. You will have a quiz over these vocabulary words on Tuesday.  

1. Smog: combination of smoke and thick fog; contribute in making Mexico City one of the world’s 
worst areas of air pollution 

2. Deforestation: clearing large areas of the forest and hauling away the trees; the cleared land can 
be used to start cattle ranches or farms; threatens the extinction of people, animals, and plants 
that live in the area being affected 

3. Oil pollution: oil spills and tanker leaks pollute the water like along the Caribbean Sea in 
Venezuela; also burning oil creates carbon dioxide which at high levels causes breathing problems 
for children and the elderly 

4. Arable: farmable land like found in the region known as the Central Plateau of Mexico; 25% of 
Mexican workers are farmers 

5. Urban areas: city areas; 75% of population in Mexico live in this area; allows people to have jobs 
in manufacturing and service industry 

6. Rural areas: relating to an area with characteristics of a country side not a city or town 

7. Communist: government owns or controls most farms and businesses; example is Cuba 
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EXAMPLES  

(Synonyms/Like) 
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